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ABSTRACT 
Let V denote a finite dimensional vector space over a field K of characteristic 0, 
let T,,(V) denote the vector space whose elements are the K-valued n-linear functions 
on V, and let S,,(V) denote the subspace of T,,(V) whose members are the fully 
symmetric members of T,(V). If 9n denotes the symmetric group on { 1,2,. , n } 
then we define the projection P y:T,,(V)-+S,,(V) by the formula (~I!)-~C,,,~~P,, 
where P,, : Z’,(V) + T,(V) is defined so that P,,(A)(y,, yz,. , y,) = 
A(Y,(,,, Y,(Z),..., Y,(,, ) for each A E T,,(V) and yi E V, 1~ i < n. If xi E V*, 1 Q i < 
n, then x,8x,8 ... OX, denotes the member of T,,(V) such that (x,8x,. 
@ . . . @%?)(Y,,Y,,..., y,)=H:=,xi(yi)foreach yi.yz,...,yn inV,and xl.xZ...’ 
x, denotes P,(r,Bx,@ . . . @x,). If BE S,(V) and there exists x2 E V*, 1 < i < n, 
such that B = x1.x2. . . .xnr then B is said to be decomposable. We present two 
sets of necessary and sufficient conditions for a member B of S,(V) to be decomposa- 
ble. One of these sets is valid for an arbitrary field of characteristic zero, while the 
other requires that K = R or C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let V denote a finite 
dimensional vector space over K. If n is a positive integer, then T,,(V) 
denotes the vector space over K whose elements are the K-valued n-linear 
functions on V; if n = 0 then T,(V) = K. 
In those cases where K = R or C, we shall assume further that V is an 
inner product space with inner product ( , ). The inner product extends to 
T,,(V) in the following way: if {e, }yL 1 is an orthonormal basis for V, then let 
(A,B)= f 2 ... j!j A(ep,,ep,,...,ep,,)~(ep,~ep,~~..~ep,~> 
p,=l pz=l P, = 1 
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for each A, B E T,,(V). This inner product is independent of the orthonormal 
basis { e, } y! i. 
If n and p are positive integers, then let 8 denote the bilinear function 
from T,(V)XI’,(V) to T,+,(V) such that (A@B)(r,,r,,...,x,,+,)= 
A(xl,xz,...,~,)B(x,+1,...,~,+~ ) for each A E T,(V), BE I’,(V), and xi E 
V, 1~ i < n + p. We call A@ B the tensor product of A and B. The tensor 
product is associative in the sense that A@ (B @ C) = (A@ B) @ C if A E T,,( V ), 
B E T,(V), and C E T,(V). In case K = R or K = C, we shall identify T,(V) 
with V, so that if zi E V, 1 <i < n, then z,@z,@ . . . @z, denotes the 
member of T,(V) such that (z,@z,@ --- @z,)(y,, y2,..., y,)=n:=,(yi, zi) 
for each yi E V, 1~ i < n. 
We let S,(V) denote the subspace of T,(V) whose members are the fully 
symmetric members of T,(V). We define the projection P9: T,(V) + S,(V) 
by the formula (n!) _ ‘C * E ynP,, where Y” denotes the symmetric group on 
{I,%..., n} and P,: Z’,(V) -T,,(V) is defined by P,(A)(y,,y,,...,y,)= 
A(Y,,,,, Y,(Z)>...> Y,(,, ) for each A E Z’,,(V) and yi E V, 1~ i < n. For A E 
S,( V ), B E S,( V ), the symmetric product of A and B, denoted by A. B, is 
defined by PY(A@B). If there exists xi E V*, 1~ i < n, such that A =x1.x2 
. . . . . x, then A is said to be decomposable and we have A(y,, y,, . . . , y,) = 
(nl)-‘LSP ,,~~zi,xi(y,(i,) for each yi~V, l<i<n. If K =R or K =C, 
there may exist vectors xi~V, l<i< n, such that A=?,.?,. ... .?,, 
where 3Ei denotes the member of V* such that ai( y ) = ( y, xi) for each y E V. 
In this case we shall write A = x1.x2. . . . -x,. 
It should be noted here that if (Y is a scalar and xi, x2,. . . , x, are in V, 
then (ax,)@x,@ . . . 8x, = E((x,@x,@ . . . @x,). Therefore, expressions of 
the form x,@x,@ . . . B xn are multilinear in the xi’s if each xi is in V *, but 
conjugate multilinear if each of the xi’s is in V. 
If K is an infinite field (arbitrary characteristic), then K’“‘[ wl, w2,. . . , w,] 
will denote the vector space over K whose elements are the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree n in tn indeterminates with coefficients in K. Since K 
is infinite, we need not distinguish between polynomial and polynomial 
function. Our preference is to think of polynomials as functions. 
If { ei }r= i is a basis for V, then the natural mapping Q : S,(V) + 
K’“‘[w,,w,,..., w,] induced by the correspondence 
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extends, in case K has characteristic zero, to an algebra isomorphism between 
the symmetric algebra Cl3 ?,S,(V), which we denote by S(V), and the 
polynomial algebra CT3 ” K(“[ w r-0 1, w 2,“” w,,] = K[ 201, w2,. . . , w,,]. This iso- 
morphism, when restricted to S,,(V), is a vector space isomorphism between 
S (V) and KCn)[wl, w s, . . . , w,,]. The existence of the isomorphism @ and the 
f&t that the polynomial algebra is a unique factorization domain implies that 
the symmetric algebra is a unique factorization domain. 
LEMMA 0. Zf K is a field of characteristic zero and V is a finite 
dimensional vector space over K, then S(V), the symmetric algebra over V, is 
a unique factorization domain. 
In this paper we present two sets of conditions that are necessary and 
sufficient for a member A of S,(V) to be decomposable. The existence of the 
algebra isomorphism @ implies that we then have conditions that are neces- 
sary and sufficient for the resolution into linear factors of a member 
K’“‘[ wi, w 2>...,W,l. 
Decomposability of alternating multilinear functions is discussed in the 
leading chapter of [2] and the Plucker relations, which are necessary and 
sufficient for such decomposability, are presented there. R. Grone (see [4]) 
presents conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a member A of T,( V ) 
to be of the form X,OX,Q ... 8x, where xi E V, 1 <i < n. This is still a 
third type of decomposability. For a definition of decomposability that 
includes each of the three cases considered here see, [l, p. 911. 
2. STATEMENTS AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
We begin with a lemma that presents a useful condition that is necessary 
and sufficient for a nonzero member A of S,,(V) to be of the form xP. B for 
somexEV* andBESn_p(V).ByxPwemeanx@x8...@x(pcopies). 
If x is in V instead of V*, then x@ x@ . . . @x (p copies) denotes f @ f 
C3 . . . @3E. (p copies), so that if (Y is a scalar then (ax)” = (cY)“x”. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose K has characteristic 0, A E S,,(V), and 16 p < n. 
Then there exists x E V * and B E S, _,(V) such that A = xp. B if and only if 
there exists a subspace W of V of dimension m - 1 (m = dim(V)) such that if 
zi~W,l<i,(n-p+ll, thenA(z,,z, ,..., zn_p+l,yl,yz ,... ,ypPl)=Ofor 
each yi E V, 1~ i < p - 1. Furthermore, if there exists a subspace W of the 
above type, then xp is a factor of A if x is a nonzero member of V* whose 
nullspace is W. 
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Proof. Suppose A=xP-BZO, where XEV* and BE!$_JV). Let W 
be the nullspace of x. Since A + 0, we must have x f 0 and dim(W) = m - 1. 
Suppose zr. za ,..., ~,_~+r are in W, and let z,,_~+~ ,..., z, be arbitrary 
members of V. Then 
since a({l,2 ,..., P})n{l,2 ,..., n - p + I} is nonempty for each u E 9”. 
Now suppose a subspace W of the type described in the lemma exists. Let 
{ei}~=n=lbeabasisforVsuchthat{ei}~=”,,isabasisforW.Let{~}~”=,bethe 
corresponding dual basis. Let G,, n denote the collection of all nondecreasing 
sequences of length n each of whose terms is a member of { 1,2,. . . , m}. It is 
well known that if K has characteristic zero, then the multilinear functions 
f,;f,; - . . -& 9 E G,,., form a basis for S,(V). If we let f,, 9 E G,,,, 
denote f4; f,; . . . .fqn, then we have A = X0 E c,,,a(9)fq for appropriate 
scalars a(9). Let rl denote the set of all 9 E G,,. such that 9p 2 2, and let 
I’, denote G, n - 
let x=fr, then 
Ir, so that if 9 E r, then 9(j) = 1 for each 1~ j < p. If we 
A=D+xP.B, where D=Xq,r,a(9)f, and B= 
c 9 E r*~(9)&,+,*f,+; . . . *f,; If we can show that D = 0, then A = xP.B 
and we are done. It is sufficient to show that D(eq,, es,, . . . , eq,) = 0 for each 
9 l m,,. If 9 E r, then eqi E W for at least 72 - p + 1 integers i, so we must 
have A( e4,, eq2,. . . , e4”)= 0. Similarly (rP. B)(eq,,eqz,.. ., eqn) = 0 for 9 E rl. 
Therefore, D(eq,, es.,, . . . , eg.) = 0 for 9 E Il. If 9 E I’, then D( es,, eq2,. . . , eq,) 
= CsEr14~)fS(eq,9 eq,,. . . T eqn) = LEr,a(s)(f,l-fSp* . . . %n)(eq,y eq,9-e~ eq.>. 
We claim that each of the terms f,(eql, eq2,. . . , es,) = 0. To see this write 
nlf,(e,,, eqZ,. . . , e,,)=C,,Y;ni”=lfs,(e,,,i,)=C,,~“~in=16,~,~(,,=Oy since each 
of the terms 13yC,8,,,0(i, = 0. This completes the proof. n 
If A E S,(V) is nonzero and pi, 1 f i < k, are positive integers that sum 
to n, then A is said to be decomposable of type (p,, pa,. . . , pk) if there exists 
a scalar (Y and pairwise linearly independent zi E V *, 1~ i G k, such that 
A=LVZP~.z;~. . . . 2~. Likewise, if A is decomposable, then A is decomposa- 
ble of type (P,,P,,..., pk) for some positive integers pi, 16 i < k. If A is 
decomposable of type (p,,p,,...,p,) and (91,92,...,9r) then there exist 
pairwise linearly independent zi E V *,I<i<k,and~~~~V*,l<i<Z,and 
scalars a,fl E K such that CX’Z~~I.ZZ~Z* . . . *z~“=,!~w~‘.w,Q~* .*- *wp’. On 
account of the essentially unique nature of the factorization of a decomposa- 
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ble member of S,(V) (recall Lemma 0), we must have k = 1 and there must 
exist u E Yk and hi E K, 1 <i < k, such that pi = ooci) and Zi = ho(i)W,(i) 
for each i such that 1~ i < k and /3 = c&l!= l(hi)P*. Therefore the type of a 
decomposable member of S,(V) is unique up to rearrangement of the integers 
Pi? P,, . . . P Pk. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A E S,,(V), A f 0, K has characteristic zero, and 
p,, p,, . . . , p, are positive integers such that Cf= 1pi = n. Then A is decom- 
posable oftype (p,,p2,..., pk) if and only if there exist distinct subspaces 
w,,w,,..., W, of V such that 
(a) dim(Wj)=m-1 foreach l<j<k, 
(b) if l<iikandw,,w,,..., w, are members of V such that wj E Wi 
foreach l<j<n-pi+l, thenA(w,,w,,...,w,)=O. 
proof. Suppose A = azIpl.zZpz. . . . . z[k, where zi and zj are linearly 
independent if i # j. For each i, 1~ i < k, we let Wi denote the null space of 
zi. Since the linear fnnctionals hi, z2,. .., zk are PainviSe linearly indepen- 
dent, the spaces W,, W,, . . . , W, are distinct and each one has dimension 
m - 1. Now fix i with 1 G i G k, and suppose wj E W, for each 1 Q j < n - pi 
+l while w,_~,+~,..., w, are arbitrary members of V. If 1~ s < k, then let 
L, denote the set of all integers r such that C;: :pj + 1~ r < C;= lpj, where 
the first summation is 0 if s = 1. The cardinality of Li is pi. Hence, for each 
UE~” thereisjELisuchthatl<a(j)<n-p,+l.Thisimpliesthat 
Therefore A(w,,w,,...,w,)=O as required. 
Conversely, suppose there exist distinct subspaces W,, W,, . . . , Wk satisfy- 
ing (a) and (b). For each i, 1~ i 6 k, let zi denote a nonzero member of V* 
whose nullspace is Wi. From (b) and Lemma 1 we deduce that 2:~ is a factor 
of A. Since the spaces W,, W,, . . . , W, are distinct, the symmetric multilinear 
functions zp’, z,PZ ,.*.> z$k are pairwise relatively prime as members of the 
symmetric algebra. Since Cf= lpi = n, this implies that there exists (Y E K such 
that A=azfl*zg2. ... .zRk and hence A is decomposable of type 
(PI, P2,.-., l)k)* This completes the proof. n 
If r is a projection on V, then r extends naturally to a projection on the 
spaces T,(V). If A E T,(V), then we define a( A) by requiring that 
~A)(cI~,Y~>..., ~,)=A(~(Y,),~(Y,),...,~T(Y,)) for each Y~,Y,,...,Y, in V. 
If W denotes m(V), then it is fairly easy to see that ?r(T,,(V)) is isomorphic to 
T,( W ). In case K = R or C, we would assume that r is an orthogonal 
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projection on V. In this case the extended r is an orthogonal projection on 
T,,(V). 
If A E S,(V), x E V, and 1 Q p < n, then we shall let AxP denote the 
members of S,_,(V) such that AxP(zl, z2,. . . , z,_~) = 
A(xP, ~1, zz,..., z,pp ) for each zi E V, 1 <i < n - p. 
From now on we shall assume that K = R or C. If x E V, x # 0, then nX 
will denote the orthogonal projection on V defined by the correspondence 
x + z -((z, x)/llxl12)x. Clearly rz has an (m - l)-dimensional range and, as 
above, extends to the spaces T,(V), n 2 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A, B E S,( V ), x E V, and { ei } y: i is an orthonormal 
basis for V. Then 
where r,, n denotes the collection of all sequences of length n each of whose 
terms is a’member of (I,2 ,..., m). 
Proof. Since S,,(V) is spanned by the terms of the form z”, it is 
sufficient to prove the lemma in case A = 2” and B = w”. We have 
=IlXl12n iY 2 .** jn!CI ~~~(R,(ej,),z)(w,eji) 
j, = 1 j2 = 1 
=llxl12nilfI~ jiJICwFej,) Cejzp ‘>- 
i 
(eji3 X)(X, z> 
11412 i 
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We now compute 
C C z"(ej> W”(ek) ilfI( llxl126j~k, -CxT ej,)(ek,, x)) 
j = r,,,,, k = ‘-,a,, 
= jt$ c i~,(ej,~L)(lli~ek~)(l~~l~2Sj,k~-(X~ej,)(ek~~1)) 
m,n k E ‘7m.n 
= fI E iit (ej,, ~>(W,ek,)(llXl128j~k, -(X,ej,)(ek,pr)) 
i=lj,=lk,=l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
DEFINITION. Suppose A is a nonzero member of S,(V). If 0 < 9 d n - 1, 
then PA, 4 denotes the function from V to R such that pAJO) = 0 and 
PA,$x)= llX1p-q). 11 n,( Axq)ll 2 for each x f 0, where Ax q denotes the 
member of S,_,(V) such that Ax’(y,,y,,...,y,_,)=A(x,x,...,x,~~, 
ys,...,y,_,)foreachy,EV,l<i<n-9.H q=nthenP,,,(x)=lA(x”)12. 
An application of Lemma 2 to the definition of PA,q yields the formula 
where p = n - 9. From the definition of PA,q it is clear that PA,,(x) > 0 for 
each x in V. Looking at the alternative formula for PA,q, we see that PA,q is 
continuous, that PA,q(ax) = la12”PA,q(~) for each a E K, and that if K = R 
then PA,q is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n in the components of x 
with respect to the orthonormaf basis { ei } y: r. 
The importance of the functions PA,q is demonstrated by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. lf A E S,( V ), A # 0, x is a nonzero member of V, and 
1~ 9 < n, then x4 is a factor of A if and only if PAJx) = 0 for each r such 
that 0 < r < 9. 
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Proof. Note that if G E S,(V) and G = x. D, where D E S, _ r(V), then 
rX( G) = 0. Therefore, if A = x4. B and 0 < r < 9, then n;( Ax’) = 0, since in 
this case x must be a factor of Ax’. 
Conversely, suppose x # 0 and P*,*(x) = 0 for each r such that 0 < r < 9. 
Since PA ,(oy) = IcxI~“P~ ,(y) for each y E V and cx E K, it is sufficient to 
consider the case llxll= 1. Let { ei}TZn,, be an orthonormal basis for V such 
that x = e,. Since P*,,(x) = 0 for each 0 < r < 9, we must have 
a,( Ax’)(et;, etz, . . . , e,n_r) = 0 for each t E I,, n _ T. But r,( Ax’) 
(e,,,e,z,...,e,“~,)=A(xr,~~(e,,),~~(e,z),...,Ir,(e,“~,)). Since Qet)=e, if ti 
f 1 and TJe,,) = 0 it ti = 1, we may conclude from the above that 
A( e;, et,, etZ,. . . , e,” _ r) = 0 for each t E I,, n ~ r such that each ti > 2. Since 
this holds for each 0 < r < 9, it is clear that eq = x4 is a factor of A. This 
completes the proof. n 
In case 9 = 0, we shall denote PA, q by PA. If JH is a subset of V - { 0}, 
then we shall say that 4 is a representative set of roots of PA (A # 0) if each 
of the following conditions holds: 
(1) PA(x) = 0 for each x E M, 
(2) if y E V and PA(y) = 0, then there exists x E JZ and (Y E K such that 
y = lxx, 
(3) the members of .4? are pairwise linearly independent. 
By Theorem 2, PA(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0 or x is a factor of A. Therefore 
the set of nonzero roots of PA is the set of linear factors of A. Let JY denote 
the set of nonzero roots of PA. If x, y E M, then declare x - y if there exists 
a E K such that x = cuy. Clearly - is an equivalence relation on JY, and 
since the symmetric algebra is a unique factorization domain, the number of 
equivalence classes is finite. If X1, J&. . . , Nr is a list of these equivalence 
classes, then for each 1 < i f r let xi denote a member of Jv;. Clearly 
{ xl’ x a,‘“, x, } is a representative set of roots of PA. 
If PA has no nonzero roots (in V), then the empty set is a representative 
set of roots of PA. In any event PA has a representative set of roots. 
If AESJV), A#O, XEV, and x#O, then N(A,x) denotes l+ 
m~{s:P,,,(x)=Oforeachr~s}ifPA(x)=O;othenvisewesetN(A,x)=O. 
By Theorem 2, xt is a factor of A if and only if 1~ t < N(A, x). If 
;xc x2,..*y 
xk} is a representative set of roots of PA, then x;“I * x2. * . . -xp 
w ere Ni = N(A, xi)] is a factor of A, since the xy, 1~ i < k, are pairwise 
linearly independent. If the numbers Nr, N,, . . . , Nk also satisfy Ck=rNi = n, 
then there must exist (YE K such that A=cxx~*x~. ... .xp so we may 
conclude that A is decomposable of type (N,, N,, . . . , NJ. Conversely, if A is 
decomposable, then A is decomposable of type (pr, p,, . . . , pk) for some 
integers pi, 1 < i < k, and there must exist pairwise linearly independent 
vectorsziEV,l<i<k,andaEKsuchthat A=(uz~P~.zZPZ.....Z~P~.T~~ 
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set {zl,zZ,...,zk} is then a representative collection of roots of PA such that 
N(A, zi) = pi, 1 Q i < k. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A E S,(V) and A # 0, then A is decomposable if and 
only there exist a pairwise linearly independent collection (x1, x2,. . . , xk } of 
roots of PA such that Ck+N(A, xi)= n. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from the discussion 
preceeding the theorem. To prove sufficiency we need only show that the 
collection {xi, x2,..., xk} described in the theorem is a representative collec- 
tion of roots of PA. But the conditions on the set {xi, x2,. . . , xk } guarantee 
that x1”;1.x?. . . . .xp [N, = N(A, xi)] is a factor of A, so A = (YX:‘L.X~ 
. . . . . xp for some (Y E K. If z is a nonzero root of PA, then z is a factor of 
A, so z = Pxi for some p E K and i such that 1~ i < k. This completes the 
proof. W 
We now present a condition that is necessary for decomposability but 
probably not sufficient. This theorem appears as Lemma 3 in [5]. 
DEFINITION. If A E S,(V) and 1 d r < n - 1, then let A, denote the 
unique linear transformation from T,,(V) to S, _,(V> such that Ar(xr@xa 
@ ... ~~~)(y,,y~,...,y~~~)=A(x~,r~,...,~~,y~,~~,...,~~-~) for each Xi 
EV, I<i<r,and y,EV,l<ign-r. 
THEOREMS. Zf A is a decomposable member of S,( V) and 1~ r < n - 1, 
then the dimension of Range( A,) does not exceed ( y 1. 
Actually the above theorem is proven in [5] under the assumption that 
V = C”’ for some integer m, but the proof extends to the case considered 
here. Cosequently if A is decomposable, then the dimension of Range(A,) 
must not exceed 3 
i 1 
for any r satisfying 1 < r < n - 1. This restriction is 
quite extreme in some cases, and the computation of the numbers rank(A,) 
may in some cases be within the realm of possibility. 
In case K = C and n = 2, the condition of Theorem 4 is not only 
necessary for decomposability but also sufficient. In fact we have the follow- 
ing. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose A E S,( C k), { e, } f= i is an orthonormal basis for 
Ck, and M = [mi j] is the k x k complex symmetric matrix such that mi j = 
A(ei, ej) for each 1~ i, j < k. Then A is decomposable if and only if each 
3 X 3 submutrix of M has determinant zero. 
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Proof. Consider Theorem 4 in case n = 2 and let { 5 ]:= r be the basis 
dual to {e, }f_=,. Now A, (see the definition preceding Theorem 4) is the 
linear transformation from V* to V* (V = Ck) such that AI = A(ei, ej) 
for each 1~ i, j Q k; so M is the matrix representation of A, with respect to 
the bases {ei}f=r and {A}:_-,. Therefore, A, has rank two or less if and only 
if M has rank two or less, but M has rank two or less if and only if each 3 x 3 
submatrix of M has determinant zero. 
Conversely, suppose rank( A,) = rank(M) = 2 (if A, has rank one then A 
is a perfect square). We select a new orthonormal basis { g i ) f_ 1 for V such 
that if { hi }t r is the corresponding dual basis then {h,, h,} is a basis for the 
rangeof A,. NowA,(hi)(gj)=A,(hj)(gi)=A(gi,gj)=OunlessO<i, ja2. 
Hence there exist scalars (Y, 8, and y such that A = ah; + ph,h, -t yhi. Such 
an A is always decomposable. This completes the proof. n 
For n = 2 the alternative formula for PA transforms into an expression 
that is quite simple. Suppose { e, }i_ 1 is an orthonormal basis for Ck. Let 
A E S,(Ck) and let M = [ mij] be the complex symmetric matrix such that 
mij= A(e,,ei) for each 1 <i, j Q k. We then have P,(x)= llr114 IjAJ1’- 
211~112 l14WH2 + 14~ x>12$ which when written in terms of M is 
Ilxll”(& jlmij~2)-2~~x~~2~~M;r112 + f(Mx, ?)I”, where X denotes the conjugate 
of x with respect to { e, }f= 1. Given this expression for PA, the following is a 
consequence of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose A E S2(Ck) and { ei}f_‘-I is an orthorwnna 1 basis 
for Ck. If M = [m, j] denotes the k x k complex symmetric matrix such that 
mij = A(ei, ej), then A is decomposable ouer C if and only if there exists a 
nonzero z in Ck such that llz114(Zi, j~mij~2)-2~~zJ~2~~Mz~~2 + I(Mz, Z)l” = 0. 
3. THE ROOTS OF PA; CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Theorem 3 suggests a method for deciding whether or not A E S,,(V) is 
decomposable. The method consists of the following steps: 
(I) locate a representative set, {x1, x2,. . . , xk}, of roots of pA$ 
(2) compute XF_,N(A, xi) and compare with n. 
Step (2) is clearly the easy one, since the computation of N(A, x), x E V, is 
accomplished by substituting x into the functions PA,0, PA, 1,. . . , PA, n in order 
until an integer j is located such that PA, j(x)# 0. This j is N(A, x). If 
PA, j(x) = 0 for each j such that 0 Q j d n, then by Theorem 2, A = un for 
some (Y E K and PA,Jx) = IA( = l~1211~l12nT which is zero if and only if 
A = 0. 
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Step (1) is not easy to accomplish in case K = C, but in case K = R a 
method is suggested by some of the properties of the function PA. Recall that 
if K = H, then PA is a nonnegative homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n. 
Therefore, when searching for roots of PA we may restrict our attention to the 
set of all x = (x,, x2,. . ., xm) in R” such that x, > 0 and llrll = 1. At this 
point one may attempt to solve the problem using the Lagrange multiplier 
method. Indeed, any critical point may be tested by simply substituting in PA. 
Other possibilities arise if we use the constraints 11 XII = 1 and x,, >, 0 to 
eliminate x,,. After this reduction our problem is transformed into a minimi- 
zation problem on the closed unit ball in R”’ - l. We may attempt to solve this 
problem by searching for the critical points of the function obtained from the 
elimination of x nlr or, if this seems too difficult, one can consider numerical 
techniques such as Newton’s method and steepest descent. 
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